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Multi-Year Planning
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The VBCRC plans construction and
maintenance projects several years in
advance. A multi-year planning
threshold is required due to the time
necessary to plan, design, and finance
construction and maintenance projects. 
This includes planning and
programming requirements from state
and federal agencies that must be met
prior to starting a project such as studies
on environmental and archeological
impacts, review of construction and
design documents and plans,
documentation of rights-of-way
ownership, planning and permitting for
stormwater discharges, and other
regulatory and administrative
requirements. The plan also includes a
coordination of efforts with all ROW
users to ensure timely and efficient
work is possible.

Pursuant to PA 499 of 2002 (later
amended by PA 199 of 2007), road
projects for the upcoming three years
are required to be reported annually to

the TAMC. Planned projects represent
the best estimate future activity;
however, changes in design, funding, and
permitting may require the VBCRC to
alter initial plans. Project planning
information is used to predict the future
condition of the road networks that the
VBCRC maintains. 

The VBCRC has created an aggressive
five year plan consisting of projects
planned for the Primary road system
through 2027 totaling over $39.4 million.
Federal and State Aid submissions may
be added to the five year plan
accordingly when awarded, or added to
the plan as funding allows, if not
awarded. The execution of the plans is
budget dependent and may not be
completed if funding doesn't allow. All of
these projects can be found on the
following pages. 
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2022 was a very successful year for the
VBCRC. The TAMP included an
aggressive plan for road improvements
and preservation. The map on page 41
depicts the success of the 2022 TAMP. 

Throughout 2022, one project included
on the TAMP was removed as
preventative maintenance had
mitigated the need for further
improvement. In its place a high priority
project (Red Arrow Highway from the

Village of Lawrence to CR 681) was
completed. Additionally, the MDOT bid
letting of the project CR 687 between
90th Avenue and CR 342 required the
project be moved to the spring of 2023. 

The success of the 2022 construction
season resulted in an approximate
investment of $6,928,000 in road
improvement and preservation on the
primary road system. 
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The VBCRC has utilized principles of
asset management for many years.  The
adoption of the TAMP in 2022 focused
and solidified these principles into a
process which can be demonstrated
more clearly.  The map on page 42
shows the road improvements projects
performed by the Road Commission
from 2012 to 2022. Beyond road
improvements, the VBCRC widely
utilizes seal coat to preserve road assets
efficiently. 

The map on page 43 shows not only the
road improvement projects which have
taken place from 2012 to 2022 and are
planned from 2023 through 2027 but
also the sealcoat application from 2019
through 2022. 

Utilizing a mix of road improvement and
preservation projects has resulted in an
improved road network throughout Van
Buren County.     
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Five Year Plan for Primary Road System
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The following list of projects is the planned 5 year road plan for the primary road system. This
list is subject to change based upon funding, project modifications or other unforseen issues. 



Five Year Plan for Primary Road System (cont.)
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Five Year Plan for Primary Road System (cont.)
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Five Year Plan for Primary Road System (cont.)
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Five Year Plan for Primary Road System (cont.)
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Federal and State Aid Submissions
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The following projects (pages 48 and 49) have been submitted for funding through various 
funding sources as indicated. Funding was not allocated, these projects were entered into 
the 5 year road plan utilizing the VBCRC's funds.  Additional projects that were NOT 
awarded funding may be added to the 5 year road plan as funding allows.



Federal and State Aid Submissions (cont.)
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Federal and State Aid SUBMISSIONS (Cont.)
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Optional Projects
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The following are optional projects that may be added to the 5 year primary road plan as
funding allows and/or considered as projects beyond 2027. These projects are those which
have high traffic colume, are on connectivity routes, are connected to already improved
surfaces, and/or have potential funding available. 



Optional Projects (CONT.)
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CONCLUSION
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In the early 1990s, new legislative and
reporting requirements gave rise to the
adoption of asset management
practices. Today, the widely
demonstrated benefits of asset
management in transportation
decision-making encourage its adoption
by agencies such as the Van Buren
County Road Commission. 

Many challenges continue to intensify,
such as stretched budgets, declining
staff resources, more stringent
accountability requirements,
deteriorating transportation
infrastructure, etc. Transportation Asset
Management is the key to finding the
most effective and cost-efficient
balance of preserving, upgrading, and
replacing highway assets in this
environment. 

In this Asset Management Plan, the Van
Buren County Road Commission has
focused transportation asset

management decision-making on
factors, such as connectivity, PASER data
collection, traffic volume, and surface
condition. This Plan creates a clear and
concise path for the Van Buren County
Road Commission to meet its goals to
improve the road network under its
jurisdiction.  



Summary
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The objective of road asset
management is to ensure that assets
provide their required levels of services
in the most cost-effective manner.   

To efficiently utilize Michigan
Transportation Funds, Federal and State
Aid, and other local funds requires good
planning and the accurate identification
of appropriate rehabilitation projects. 
Assessing roadway conditions is an
essential step in this process.  Finding
effective and creative solutions for
stretching existing funds to provide for
longevity of the road network is also an
important consideration. Finally, 

identifying the roadways that provide
the greatest benefit to the traveling
public is of the utmost importance.   

The Van Buren County Road
Commission continues to focus on
making improvements to the Primary
roads under its jurisdiction as these are
the roadways that provide the greatest
positive impact.   
This Asset Management Plan focuses on
the management of the Van Buren
County Road Commission’s road
infrastructure assets, which include road
surfaces, paved and unpaved, and
bridges. 






